GRAM'S STAIN OF THE DROPPINGS
One of the most valuable tests in pet psittacine practice is the fecal Gram's stain, a
fast, easy way to assess the general condition of the intestinal "immune system" and
to determine if a bird's diet is correct.
Normal birds seen at The Bird Hospital in Lake Worth, Florida show fecal bacteria on
Gram's stains with 150 bacteria per oil field including 70% gram positive (G+) rods,
30% G+ cocci and 0% gram negative (G ) rods. An occasional yeast (none budding)
may be seen. Birds on poor diets may have low total counts (10 40 bacteria per field)
showing 90% G+ rods, 9% G+ cocci, 1% G rods and some budding yeast. Birds with
results in between these two counts can either be recovering or getting worse,
depending on recent history. For example, two birds may have the same Gram’s stain
picture even though one may be converting to a good diet in conjunction with
lactulose and echinachea remedies (improving) and the other may have been
hand-raised on a high quality formulated diet but is now being fed seeds and is
actually deteriorating.
The higher the percentage of gram negative bacteria and yeast, the more important it
is to critically evaluate the case. All birds with any abnormality in the fecal Gram's
stains need immediate referral to a Level II or higher veterinarian for treatment.
After treatment, it is advised to recheck every 2 3 weeks until the Gram's stain has
more normal distribution of components. If this fails to occur after 6 12 months, a
second referral for evaluation of other internal medical problems, such as pancreatitis, endometritis, is recommended. Clostridium can be seen in some birds normally
and are not treated unless enteritis (loose, smelly stool) is evident. (See “Using and
Interpreting a Fecal Gram’s Stain” to follow. Also see Avian Examiner Number 3.)
OPTHALMIC
Magnification observation with ample light is a must. Routine procedures such as
flourecin staining, Schimer testing and opthalmoscopic exams used in routine small
animal opthalmology are useful. Corneal, lens and retinal disorders are common.
Infraorbital sinus problems often look fine ophthalmic disorders.
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